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Abstract. 6 Li 32 D3/2,5/2 states were studied using a diode laser to first excite the 2P3/2 state and a dye
laser to populate the 32 D3/2,5/2 states. The dye laser was modulated by an electro-optic modulator and
intersected an atomic beam that passed through a field free region and subsequently through a uniform
electric field. A value of 1 084.24 ± 0.20 MHz was found for the 32 D fine structure splitting. The scalar
and tensor polarizabilities were determined to be α0 (3D3/2 ) = −3.753 ± 0.015, α2 (3D3/2 ) = 2.893 ± 0.017,
α0 (3D5/2 ) = −3.772 ± 0.008 and α2 (3D5/2 ) = 4.058 ± 0.013 MHz/(kV/cm)2 .
PACS. 32.10.Fn Fine and hyperfine structure – 32.60.+i Zeeman and Stark effects

1 Introduction
Recently developed techniques permit the precision measurement of Stark shifts and fine structure splittings which
are important for testing our understanding of atomic
models [1,2]. These experiments yield data that are substantially more accurate than measurements of lifetimes
or oscillator strengths and therefore stringently test theory. Lithium is the simplest alkali atom to model as it
has only 3 electrons. Significant advances have been made
computing the nonrelativistic energies of two electron
atomic systems using the so-called Hylleraas variational
technique during the last decade [3]. The extension of this
work to neutral lithium is in progress [4]. It is important
to compare theoretical calculations of atomic properties
such as fine structure splittings and polarizabilities with
precise measurements. This in turn will permit neutral
lithium to be a testing ground for QED [5–7]. The understanding of the lithium atom is also necessary to probe
the nuclear structure [8,9]. Indeed, the radioactive isotope
11
Li is predicted to have two so called halo neutrons that
should be observed by precisely measuring the D line isotope shift [10].
The 32 D fine structure splitting has been measured
by a variety of experimental techniques [11–16]. The two
most accurate determinations have uncertainties of 0.33
and 0.06 MHz but disagree by over 6 times the largest of
the two uncertainties [11,12]. The resolution of this discrepancy is important as the 32 D fine structure interval
has been used to calibrate fine structure measurements of
higher lithium states [17].
Comparatively little work has been done studying the
Stark shifts of transitions in lithium except for the D lines
a
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[21–23]. The 32 D3/2,5/2 polarizabilities of lithium have
never before been measured. The response of an atomic D
state to an electric field E is given by the following Hamiltonian [18]
)
(
3L2z − L2 E 2
·
(1)
H = aL · S − α0 + α2
L(2L − 1) 2
Here, a is the fine structure coupling constant, L is the
electronic orbital angular momentum, S is the electron
spin while α0 and α2 are the scalar and tensor polarizabilities respectively. The term proportional to α2 vanishes when L = 0, 1/2. The eigenenergies for the atomic
D state are as follows
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Here, x1 = − 21 (α0 + α2 )E 2 , x2 = − 21 (α0 − α2 /2)E 2 and
x3 = − 21 (α0 − α2 )E 2 . The scalar polarizability α0 equals
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Fig. 2. Experimental setup. See text for description.

Fig. 1. Computed Stark shift of the Li 32 D3/2,5/2 states. (a)
The upper 3D5/2 state splits into three eigenstates determined
by the absolute value of the magnetic sublevel quantum number |mJ | while the lower 3D3/2 state splits into two eigenstates.
The Stark shift has a quadratic dependence on the electric field
were it not influenced by the fine structure mixing. This influence is most evident in (b) for the 3D3/2 |mJ | = 3/2 state.

that of either the D3/2 or D5/2 state while the tensor polarizability is related to that of the D3/2,5/2 states via the relation α2 = α2 (D5/2 ) = 10
7 α2 (D3/2 ). The eigenstates have
been labelled using the azimuthal quantum number mJ
corresponding to the total electronic angular momentum J
which is a valid quantum number only in the limit of small
electric fields.
The eigenenergies given by equation (2) are plotted versus the square of the electric field in Figure 1.
Here, the value of 1084 MHz was used for the 3 2 D fine
structure splitting along with the theoretical estimates
of α0 = −3.76 and α2 = 4.09 MHz/(kV/cm)2 for the
scalar and tensor polarizabilities as determined using a
Coulomb approximation [19,20]. The latter approximates
the potential experienced by the single valence electron
by a Coulomb potential exerted by the nucleus and inner
shell electrons. The eigenenergies have an approximately
linear dependence on the square of the electric field. However, the 3D3/2 |mJ | = 3/2 state has a highly nonlinear
dependence on the square of the electric field due to Stark
mixing of the fine structure states, as is shown in Figure 1b.

2 Experiment
The apparatus has been described elsewhere and is therefore only briefly illustrated in Figure 2 [2]. An atomic
beam was generated by heating a sample of 6 Li to 450 ◦ C.
Atoms were collimated using a series of slits generating

a beam having a divergence of about 1 milliradian. The
atoms passed through a field free region and subsequently
through a uniform electric field generated by two circular stainless steel plates having a diameter of 7.62 cm. A
diode laser (Tuioptics DL100) generated a 1–2 mW laser
beam that excited the 2S1/2 (F = 3/2) hyperfine level
to the 2P3/2 state. A narrow linewidth (≈0.5 MHz) dye
laser (Coherent 699) was then scanned across the 2P3/2 →
32 D3/2,5/2 resonance. The dye laser beam passed through
an electro-optic modulator (EO) that generated frequency
sidebands. Fluorescence was detected using two photomultipliers (PM1 & PM2) and their signals were analyzed by
two lock-in amplifiers.
A sample signal consisted of about 12 000 points and
is shown in Figure 3. The two smaller 3D5/2 peaks in
Figure 3a were generated by the laser sidebands electrooptically shifted by νmod = 995.000 MHz. The center of
each peak was found by fitting a Gaussian function, using the internal curve fitting function of the lock-in amplifier. The lock-in was unable to fit a Lorentzian function which best models an atomic transition’s natural
lineshape where Doppler broadening is negligible. The difference in the peak center values resulting from a Gaussian
or a Lorentzian fit to the data was found to be negligible.
The fullwidth at half maximum intensity (FWHM) of each
peak was found to approximately equal the 16.8 MHz natural transition linewidth. Each laser frequency scan was
separately calibrated.
The closely spaced 3D3/2 and 3D5/2 peaks were modelled using two Lorentzian functions. Either of the peak
centers shifted less than 0.1 MHz when only one of these
closely spaced peaks was fitted. The 32 D fine structure
splitting was determined by measuring the interval separating the 3D3/2 peak from the nearest 3D5/2 peak and
adding νmod . Table 1 lists the results of 11 separate days
of data runs. The uncertainty of each day’s result is the
error in the average due to the standard deviation of the
data about the average value.
The Stark shift was measured using an unmodulated
dye laser beam to excite the atoms as they passed between
two field plates separated by 1.0163±0.0003 cm. The electric field was generated using a high voltage power supply
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Fig. 3. Sample fluorescence signal resulting from a dye laser
scan. Figure (a) shows the signal observed in the field free region where the largest 3D5/2 peak was generated using the
unshifted dye laser frequency. The other two 3D5/2 peaks were
generated by the frequency sidebands of the dye laser shifted
by νmod = 995.000 MHz. These two peaks as well as the
3D3/2 peak have been magnified by a factor of two in this
figure. Figure (b) shows the signal observed simultaneously
as in (a), when the atoms passed through an electric field of
20.084 kV/cm.
Table 1. Measurement of 32 D fine structure.
Data set
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
Average

Number of scans
73
38
53
33
30
27
22
43
23
51
46

Result (MHz)
1 084.55 ± 0.48
1 085.18 ± 0.60
1 083.54 ± 0.74
1 084.15 ± 0.76
1 082.40 ± 1.09
1 083.77 ± 0.62
1 085.56 ± 0.92
1 083.49 ± 0.62
1 085.51 ± 0.99
1 084.02 ± 0.51
1 084.35 ± 0.86
1 084.24 ± 0.20

that had a ripple of less than 0.03%. The voltage was determined using a precision voltage divider (1/5 000) and a
voltmeter. Figure 3b shows the 32 D3/2,5/2 |mJ | = 1/2, 3/2
fluorescence peaks shifted by an applied electric field of
20.084 kV/cm.
The 3D5/2 Stark shift was examined as follows. Figure 4 shows a plot of the frequency interval separating the
3D5/2 |mJ | = 3/2 peak as observed in the field region and
the 3D5/2 peak excited by the laser sideband in the field
free region as a function of the electric field. A line was
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Fig. 4. Stark shift data of 3D5/2 |mJ | = 3/2 state. The laser
was scanned across the resonance and the electric field was varied to determine the field strength such that the 3D 5/2 peak
excited in the field free region by the laser frequency sideband shifted by 995.000 MHz was simultaneously excited as
the 3D5/2 |mJ | = 3/2 peak in the field region. The electric
field needed to overlap the two peaks was found using a linear
fit to be 19.611 ± 0.008 kV/cm.

fit to the data to determine the electric field giving a zero
peak difference. This procedure for finding the Stark shift
was repeated for the 3D5/2 |mJ | = 1/2 peak.
An important experimental check is to measure the
overlap of the various peaks when no voltage is applied
to the field plates. A small offset νoff was found resulting
from the small difference in intersection angles between
the laser and atomic beams in the field free and field regions. The actual Stark shift of the 2P3/2 → 3DJ transition was therefore given by νmod + νoff which equalled the
energy separating the upper and lower atomic states
νmod + νoff = E(3DJ , |mJ |) − E(2P3/2 , |mJ | = 3/2). (3)
Two equations corresponding to equation (3) for the 3D5/2
|mJ | = 1/2, 3/2 states depend nonlinearly on the polarizabilities α0 and α2 . These equations were solved using
the Excel Solver feature. The Stark shift of the 2P3/2
state has been studied, giving values of α0 (2P3/2 ) =
31.63 ± 0.17 kHz/(kV/cm)2 and α2 (2P3/2 ) = 0.406 ±
0.011 kHz/(kV/cm)2 [22,23].
The 3D3/2 |mJ | = 3/2 Stark shift was examined in
a manner similar to that described above for the 3D5/2
|mJ | = 1/2, 3/2 sublevels. The only difference is that due
to the small size of the 3D3/2 fluorescence peak, corresponding peaks generated by the laser sidebands were not
readily observed. Therefore, the electric field necessary to
shift the 3D3/2 |mJ | = 1/2 peak such that it was excited in
the field region simultaneously as the 3D5/2 peak excited
by the unmodulated laser beam in the field free region,
was measured.
The electric field required to produce a 1 GHz Stark
shift of the 3D3/2 |mJ | = 3/2 peak exceeds 80 kV/cm,
which was beyond the capability of available power supplies. Instead, the Stark shift was measured at electric
fields below 12 kV/cm as shown in Figure 5. A function y = A0 E 2 + A1 E 4 was fit to the data yielding
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Table 3.
Comparison of 32 D fine structure measurements. MCHF stands for a Multiconfigurational HartreeFock calculation.
Technique
Level crossing
2 step laser excitation
Doppler-free 2 photon
Level crossing
Doppler-free 2 photon
Theory (MCHF)
This work

Fig. 5. Sample stark shift data of 3D3/2 |mJ | = 3/2 state.
The data was fitted to a curve y = A0 E 2 + A1 E 4 as described
in the text.
Table 2. Polarizabilities of lithium 32 D3/2,5/2 states in units
of MHz/(kV/cm)2 .
Quantity
α0 (3D3/2 )
α2 (3D3/2 )
α0 (3D5/2 )
α2 (3D5/2 )

Experiment
−3.753 ± 0.015
2.893 ± 0.017
−3.772 ± 0.008
4.058 ± 0.013

Theory [20]
−3.74
2.86
−3.76
4.09

A0 = 0.430 ± 0.016 MHz/(kV/cm)2 and A1 = −0.0010 ±
0.0001 MHz/(kV/cm)4 . From equation (2), this result
equals the following expression
−

i
1h
α0 (3D3/2 ) + α2 (3D3/2 ) =
2
2
0.430 ± 0.016 MHz/(kV/cm) . (4)

The 3D3/2 scalar and tensor polarizabilities were determined using equations (3, 4). Table 2 lists the
polarizabilities where the errors were found by adding
the various uncertainties due to the determination of the
plate spacing, voltage divider, determination of νoff etc. in
quadrature.

3 Discussion of results
The result for the 32 D fine structure splitting is compared
to the best existing measurements in Table 3. The most
accurate experiments used the level crossing and Dopplerfree 2 photon techniques [11,12]. Our measurement agrees
with the most accurate Doppler-free 2 photon result but
strongly disagrees with the earlier level crossing result.
The level crossing experiment by Smith and Eck [11]
was done in a vapor cell where an electric discharge excited
the 32 D3/2,5/2 states. A magnetic field was applied to the
cell which shifted the hyperfine levels of these states. Fluorescence was monitored as a function of the magnetic field
and was significantly perturbed at certain field strengths
where two hyperfine levels “cross”. This enabled the fine

Result (MHz)
1 081.69 ± 0.33
1 074
± 3.0
1 083.7 ± 2.0
1 080.1 ± 1.0
1 083.94 ± 0.06
1 079
1 084.24 ± 0.20

Reference
[11]
[13]
[14]
[15]
[12]
[26]

structure splitting to be determined. The largest uncertainty arose due to limitations of the curve fitting procedure.
The Doppler-free two photon experiment by
Burghardt et al. [12] excited the 3D3/2 or 3D5/2
state directly from the ground state of a 7 Li atomic beam
using two photons from a single CW dye laser beam.
The dye laser frequency was stabilized using a reference
cavity whose length was locked using the electro-optically
(EO) modulated sideband of a HeNe laser beam. The
HeNe laser frequency was in turn locked to an iodine
absorption line. Hence, the dye laser frequency could
be tuned by adjusting the EO modulation frequency.
A photomultiplier detected fluorescence generated by
the radiative decay of the 32 D3/2,5/2 states to the 2P
state. The integrated fluorescence signal was plotted as
a function of the modulation frequency for each of the
four 2S1/2 (F ) → 32 D3/2,5/2 transitions, where F = 1, 2
are the hyperfine levels of the ground state. These four
transition frequencies depend on the 32 D fine structure
interval, as well as on the hyperfine splittings of the 2S1/2
and the 32 D3/2,5/2 states, which were then determined.
A difficulty in measuring the 32 D fine structure
splitting is that the hyperfine level splitting of the
6,7
Li 32 D3/2,5/2 states is less than the natural linewidth
of the 32 D state. Therefore, it is not straightforward to
excite a single 32 D3/2,5/2 hyperfine level and then apply
a correction for the shift of each of these hyperfine levels relative to the center of gravity of either the 3D3/2 or
3D5/2 state to obtain the 32 D fine structure splitting. Our
experiment studied 6 Li because its nuclear magnetic moment is 25% of that for 7 Li [24], resulting in much smaller
hyperfine splittings. The laser predominantly excited the
2P3/2 (F = 3/2) level to the 3D3/2 (F = 5/2) and 3D5/2
(F = 7/2) hyperfine levels which have the strongest transition probabilities. The 6 Li 32 D3/2,5/2 magnetic dipole
hyperfine constants were estimated using theoretical calculations made for 7 Li [25] that agree with experimental measurements [12]. This resulted in a correction of
+0.16 MHz to be applied to our fine structure result listed
in Table 3. This is smaller than our experimental uncertainty and was thus neglected. The Burghardt group did
account for the 7 Li 32 D3/2,5/2 hyperfine structure, but it
is not apparent whether the level crossing experiment of
Smith and Eck considered this effect.
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The only existing theoretical calculation of the lithium
32 D fine structure value was found by Fröse Fischer et al.
[26], using multiconfigurational Hartree-Fock variational
calculations, and is listed in Table 3. This value disagrees
with the best experimental values. The likely reason for
this discrepancy is that quantum electrodynamic (QED)
effects were not accounted for.
Table 2 compares the experimentally measured polarizabilities with those found using a Coulomb approximation. The latter technique has been found to be valid to
within 2% for states of other alkali atoms excluding the
lowest P states [1,2], which implies that this is a well established technique for measuring the scalar and tensor
polarizabilities of alkali atoms. The present results are all
within 1.5% of the theoretical values illustrating the utility of the Coulomb approximation method for calculating scalar and tensor polarizabilities of Li states where no
experimental data exists. The precision of these results
should encourage more refined theoretical calculations or
comparitive experiments, since no other measurements of
the polarizabilities of the lithium 32 D3/2,5/2 states exist.
In particular, it would be of interest to determine whether
the wavefunctions obtained using the Hylleraas variational
technique to determine the nonrelativistic state energies
can be used to accurately predict polarizabilities.
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